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Tin Can Wedge provides a real time reception and recording of all manual or automatic barcode scans. There is no single
startup required, updates are downloaded when new information is available. A preconfigured menu is displayed at all times

and allows the scanning of barcodes. All barcode data is recorded in one of three file formats using the most up-to-date features
of Tin Can Wedge. Features: Multi-tag scan support Sending Inserting Checking of SCAN time Manual and automatic scanning
Handling of USB interface Logging and sending of barcode data Sending barcode data to a file Uploading of barcode data to an

FTP server Using of the NOTEPAD *.res and *.scr extension Compatible with Windows XP, Vista, 7, 8 and 10 Barcodes
supported (CODE39, CODE128, EAN-13, EAN-8, UPC, IP and QR code) Accurate recording Compact size Support of

following file formats: DOC, XLS, PRT, PPT, TXT Other Applications O2001SSW - Software Wedge for Opticon OPN-2001
scanners Cracked Version installs a virtual COM port that can be used to communicate with devices as if they were connected
to an RS232 port. The external port appears as a physical COM port. O2001SSW - Software Wedge for Opticon OPN-2001

scanners Features: The software wedges the USB interface that connects the Opticon barcode scanners to a computer and
provides the capability of communicating with the scanners through the use of virtual serial port. Other Applications Opticon

OPN-2001 features a virtual COM port that appears as a physical COM port. This allows the software to communicate with the
scanner via a virtual serial port, similar to serial communication, using the same syntax as the native COM port. O2001SSW -
Software Wedge for Opticon OPN-2001 scanners inserts a virtual COM port into the system registry that communicates with
the scanner like a physical COM port. Versions Version 1.0.0: Release date: 2010-10-21; Accurate: yes Version 1.0.1: Release

date: 2010-10-22; Accurate: yes Version 1.1.0: Release date: 2011-09-21; Accurate: yes
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・Send barcodes to ODBC databases ・Transfer barcodes to a log file with dynamic file names ・Upload files with barcodes to
an FTP server ・Scan and convert images in 8-bit or 24-bit gray scale ・True Cut ・Extract barcode data from images ・Scan
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barcodes, export or delete barcode data from images ・Generate barcodes ・Configure multiple scanners ・Graphical interface
・TCP/IP protocol support ・Connect to a specific IP address ・Support for DMM and the Onida FIM1000 ・When the scanner

is connected to PC via a USB cable, the application creates a virtual COM port and automatically downloads barcodes in
manual or automatic mode. History The first release of O2001SSW - Software Wedge for Opticon OPN-2001 scanners Torrent

Download was made in 2000. The program supports the two first generations of Opticon OPN scanners: OPN-2001 and
OPN-2000. The new versions of O2001SSW - Software Wedge for Opticon OPN-2001 scanners: 1. OPN-2001 - Software

Wedge for Opticon OPN-2001 scanners 1.1 - released on 2000-08-15 2. OPN-2001 - Software Wedge for Opticon OPN-2001
scanners 2.0 - released on 2005-04-26 3. OPN-2001 - Software Wedge for Opticon OPN-2001 scanners 3.0 - released on

2008-10-30 Version 2.0 This version supports the release of the 2nd generation of Opticon OPN scanners: OPN-2001-series
(O!PON-2001). It offers a new barcode generator which allows users to generate custom barcodes. Version 3.0 This version

supports the release of the 2nd generation of Opticon OPN scanners: OPN-2001-series (O!PON-2001). It offers a new barcode
generator which allows users to generate custom barcodes. With version 3.0, O2001SSW - Software Wedge for Opticon

OPN-2001 scanners has many new features and enhancements: Support for the release of the 2nd generation of Opticon OPN
scanners: OPN-2001-series (O!PON-2001). New barcode generator for generating custom barcodes. Support for multi
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Software Wedge for Opticon OPN-2001 scanners is a utility application that is developed to enable users to scan barcodes,
transfer data to ODBC databases, transfer data to a log file with dynamic file names and upload files with barcodes to an FTP
server. Scope of this Software Wedge for Opticon OPN-2001 scanners The software can scan the barcode on the item with the
specified scanning resolution and save it to an ODBC datas base if the scan mode is set as manual. (If scan mode is set as
automatic, then the software saves the scanned barcode to the temporary file) The software can transfer the data in the database
to a specified file with dynamic name, after the scan. The software can upload the files with barcodes to an FTP server. The
software is designed to support SCSI 2.0 and the standard of USB. If the scanner is connected to PC via a USB cable, the
application creates a virtual COM port and automatically downloads data in manual or automatic mode. The software is
designed to support USB 1.1/2.0 and the standard of SCSI. If the scanner is connected to PC via a SCSI or Parallel cable, the
application creates a virtual COM port and automatically downloads data in manual or automatic mode. Operating Systems This
software is available as an standalone software package, which can be used with windows version XP, Vista, 7, 8, 8.1, 10,
server 2003, 2008, 2012, 2016. This software has 2 key features 1) The software creates a virtual COM port and automatically
downloads data in manual or automatic mode 2) If the scanner is connected to PC via a USB cable, the application creates a
virtual COM port and automatically downloads data in manual or automatic mode This software can be used to transfer the data
to an ODBC data base, and upload data to a FTP server. Supported Scanning Modes The software supports 3 scanning modes
1) Manual mode: the software scans the barcode and saves the scan data in the specified file with the specified name. 2)
Automatic mode: the software scans the barcode and saves the scan data in the specified temporary file. 3) Automatic mode:
the software scans the barcode and saves the scan data to the specified file with the specified name. This software supports

What's New In O2001SSW - Software Wedge For Opticon OPN-2001 Scanners?

• Importing, exporting, printing, generating PDF files of scanned barcodes: In automatic mode, the barcodes are downloaded as
a file attachment in a Microsoft Outlook message or as a web page attachment in a browser window. Also, in manual mode, the
barcodes are downloaded to a predefined folder as a text file and imported into a database. • The scanned barcodes are
converted into characters and symbols and logged in a text file. • Scan barcodes and upload them to an FTP server. • Read
barcodes from a log file with dynamic file names and transfer the data to an ODBC database. • Scan barcodes from the
clipboard and transfer the data to an ODBC database. • Create PDF files of scanned barcodes. • Export barcodes to a text file. •
Scanner driver configuration is done through the "Printers and scanners" control panel. Versions: Windows XP: Standard
[English] version Windows Vista: Standard [English] version When the scanner is connected to PC via a USB cable, the
application creates a virtual COM port and automatically downloads barcodes in manual or automatic mode. Barcodes are
downloaded to a predefined folder as a text file and imported into a database. Also, in manual mode, the barcodes are
downloaded to a file in the folder with a predetermined file name and saved to the FTP server. Scan barcodes and upload them
to an FTP server. Barcodes are converted into characters and symbols and logged in a text file. Scanner driver configuration is
done through the "Printers and scanners" control panel. Versions: Windows XP: Basic [English] version Windows Vista: Basic
[English] version COM Connector The COM connector is a software component that enables users to connect to devices from
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the serial port (COM) on their PC. COM Connector - Usb Vision GO S610W device driver for COM Connector provides
support for Windows 2000/XP or Windows Vista/7. Scanner driver configuration The Scanner driver configuration dialog box
enables users to scan and visualize barcodes. The configuration procedure is done through the drivers Control Panel. Control
panel on PC: Software Wedge COM Connector COM Driver Properties Control panel on PC: USB Vision GO S610W COM
Driver Properties Windows 2000/XP: Select the
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System Requirements:

Minimum: OS: Windows 7 Processor: 1.8 GHz Dual Core Memory: 2 GB RAM DirectX: Version 9.0 Storage: 12 GB available
space Additional Notes: The main gameplay focus is on the horde mode, but we have other game modes too. 60 Players. Are
you ready for a new adventure? This is where your journey begins! This is where your heart will beat faster as you unleash the
powers of Lightning. You will witness the clash of two powerful forces,
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